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Cool music, amazing art. Very newbie friendly game play.. Wow what can i say about this game.
Its not broken as people say, yes there are a few bugs here and there, but this is to be expected right?
The problem i have is the money you earn does not cover living expenses. By the time you have paid your fuel of 11$ which
takes a full tank to get to work and maybe back, bought some cigarettes, chocolate, energy drink, there is nothing left to pay the
rent and food etc. The money you earn from working just is not enough to pay for anything, and that car is just too damn
juicy..After working for 2-3 days max your DEAD as then you have to start paying for medicines too, and the work budget just
does not cover it.
If the car was more economical and you earnt more from working, then its possible to survive, but apart from that there is not
much hope by the time you need medicine and the old bag wants money to keep her sweet too oh and for beers too, you just
dont earn enough to cover all that.
So some major adjustments need to be made for sure, especially the fuel and the wages are a MUST to get anywhere in this
game.

Im sure others would agree with me. And it doesnt matter how fast or slow you go, the fuel consumption is still the same, You
drink the equivalent of a supercar when your driving and old banger. It doesnt make sense.
But the game is fun, and runs ok.
Oh and there is a pawn shop, but you have nothing to pawn? you only own a tv and fridge and you cant pawn that as the family
will not be happy. So its a catch 22 situation, we need more things to pawn too and this game could be good fun then.
I would love to know about anyone who has made it past working day 3, that takes some going for sure.
This is only constructive criticism not in anyway running the game down, just some major adjustments that urgently need to be
made for a good longer game play.I hope this helps. Thanks. This is one of those times that I wished for a neutral rating.

Going into this game, i expected it to be a good game of mindless fun. And in some ways, it delivered. In others, it didnt.

My main complaint about the game is how little of the game I can see.
I really wish that the game didnt put huge black lines on the screen, there's no reason for them, and they make it extremely hard
to see.
I wish the game didnt go black and white every 30 seconds
I wish my half-visible screen didnt go completely red (Except for a tiny space in the middle) Everytime i get hit, making it
nearly impossible to see anything.

It would also be great if everything wasnt so tiny, but I wouldn't mind that if I had more screen real estate.

Aside from that, the game is pretty fun.
The upgrades are simple, weapons are diverse enough, there are a few different enemies, and the music, although there isn't
much of it. is plesant to listen too.

I would recommend this game, if the dev decides to change the game so the player can see what they are doing.

I'd give it a 4.5\/10, just below average. If changes are made, maybe a 7\/10.. bad game do not come near it it will ruin your day.
absolutely love this game, it's so easy to just pick up and enjoy, but it's one of those games that you could really get into some
technical plays and moves if you work hard enough on it. this could totally blow up, videoball teams and whatnot. i'd love to see
professional teams go at it in this game!. Really good game with a few bugs here and there but its genuinly amazingly good for
an indie game that was worth a cereal box or two. I like it alot. I did find a glitch or bug and it was to do with the food and
wood. What happened was I killed a deer and then I was freezing!!!! O_O. So I had to get wood... I couldn't because of the food
taking the inventory slot. So what I did what click on the food to get it out of my inventory and then I could pick up wood O_O.
The food glitched into the wood. I got a fire running and yeet!. One of the best sims pierod. Very complex so the learning curve
is steep, but once understood it's one of the best sims!. it looks like a fun game, but it is to hectic for me. Lovingly crafted but
shallow as a puddle.

I may be spoiled by such masterpieces as Ace Attorney series and Ghost Trick but I am used to cases having "introduction,
seemingly unrelated cases, plot thickens, climatic resolution" routine. There is none of that here. Cases are both (way) too short
and mostly unrelated. As a result most of the characters have like 4 lines.
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I have read Ace Attorney fanfiction with better writing than this game. Consider this:

"Does nothing in this world makes sense anymore?" asked the judge. "The defense has thrown suspicion on the
defendant again, the prosecution has been trying to get the defendant declared innocent, and the witness is in despair
about not being found guilty! What is wrong with this place?"
There is nothing on this level in this game.

Also, puzzles are too kiddy (and rehashed from other games to boot) while references are definitely adultish.

I can't fault the game's artstyle, music and overall direction. But it's just not deep enough.. This an extremely well crafted
and long route, with highlights to me being extremely well done naturally looking forestation and the fine detail in
overhead wiring, signaling and stations. On the downside, I find the traffic while busy, monotonous: I think this route
deserves a richer selection and variety of stock to see and drive. Another minor downside for me is that the current set of
career scenarios are a bit devoid of action (boring) - which maybe is induced just due to the length of this route - and
perhaps a touch of ADHD on my part. But at least these scenarios are not long because of driving 20mph..

So despite a couple of drawbacks, highly recommendeded - it's a very high quality route and top 5 material.
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I've played every available JRPG back than on my consoles.
Most of them are fun to play even now.
So with high hopes i started this one.
Oh my, sorry i can't say it any other way....its dull.
The story is boring, the conversations are the usual.
The graphics are standard RPG Maker.
The fights are not very complicated...in fact you hit the fight button (the skills are mostly useless) and every now and than take a
potion.....if you real need one.
There isn't a hint that one of your characters leveled up.
Exploration? IF you call visible sparkle (a hidden item) one? Or the road forks in two directions...one for the story and the
other....a chest. How exciting.

At last there are some bugs.....no sound for me, some clipping errors, if you buy and equip something at the start BEFORE you
get your quest the items are gone.

No, avoid this one. Even on sale its not worth a penny...there are better free games around.. It's pretty dated.. Take a look at
Biglands here http:\/\/youtu.be\/MuFEMWrCR0E. I want more games like this!. Meme Review *clap* *clap*

0\/10. Personal rating: 1\/10
Replayability: ...
Budget: Don't get it.
Lenght: Didn't bother to find out.

This game, while built on a promising idea is terrible. It's basically a collection of jump-scares while you're sent on a linear
mission through a house. The big scary thing here, is that you have no permanent source of light. This gets old really quick, as
you find yourself unable to feel walls, and thus navigating in darkness is totally impossible.

This game might have worked in 3rd person, with some voice-acting from the protagonists side explaning what was going on,
and on a console where the controller vibrates when you walk into something, and maybe a "lock unto wall" mode, allowing you
to follow a wall while walking next to it.

But seriously... If you like jump-scares, just watcha screamer movie.. This is a very casual farming game with a few flaws. The
game itself is simplistic, but not in a childish way.

The tutorial covers bare basics and much needs to be figured out by the player. Controls are somewhat inconsistent for example
left-click for eating berries, but right-click while in a forest. Combat with wolves\/bears has no healthbar or indicator how
damaged the opponent is. Hired farm help are not consistent and how well they work is guesswork.

Despite its flaws it can be a quite entertaining game, although earning money is slow and later in the game the sales amount
doesn't increase, so your warehouse gets slowly filled.

The game features three mini-games (fishing, generator, chopping wood) and a wheel of fortune which can be played once per
day.

You can not die in this game, you'll end up in your farmhouse with a doctors bill. :)

The developer is responsive and patches bugs quickly after reporting.
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In all, I would recommend this game if you're looking for a casual farming game.. I bought the new dlc, just to support you guys
from Reiza Studios. Keep up the good work.. previous Geneforge 4 review

Geneforge 5

Graphics: Better graphics and lighting effects than the previous four Geneforge.
Control: Nice and not-so-clear dramatic tutorial, fixed key binding.
Replayability: Somewhat High.

The cliche of this game is... you are amnesic! hurray! But most of the important characters know who you are... and none of
them will tell you out of the kindness of their hearts. All of them will exploit you and profit of the actions of the 'mysterious
stranger'. You can be an obedient Shaper tool and happily slaughter Rebel scum and Unbound, the Mad Lizard's mad glowing
lizards. I killed about 20 Unbound, if I missed some I will appreciate information on their whereabouts to clean Terrestria for
good.
Of course you can be Rebel scum as well but... Why?
The narrative is good, the freedom is back. I enjoyed playing Geneforge 5 almost as much as Geneforge 1.
The Geneforge Saga is a perfect cycle: You know who you are but not where you are to you don't know\/remember who you are
but you know where you are.

Things I learned:
-Serviles smell bad.
-Uss is Drakon speech for 'Fort'.
-Drakons become duller every next game.
-Wingbolts are OP
-I got the 'pleasure' of killing Greta and Ghaldring... again.

The end. Simple, relaxing yet challenging fun.
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